Dear Colleagues and Friends,
Welcome to the Thursday, 4 February 2021 edition of our AMCHAM Newsletter! As always, we have
worked hard to gather useful reading materiel (and a great recipe!). We wish you good reading and
encourage you to pass this along to any colleagues and friends who you think would appreciate this
content. Please tell them also that, if they want, they can simply sign up with us to get the
Newsletter for free as a public service. They do not have to become AMCHAM members (although
we would warmly welcome them to join our family!).
This week we are delighted to present to you a terrific interview by the Director General of the
Luxembourg Financial Sector Surveillance Centre, Mr. Claude Marx. I have known and worked with
Mr Marx for quite some time now and deeply respect him. He is a smart, hard-working, highly
knowledgeable professional who no one can fool. But he also is a kind man who cares about
individual people, society and the planet we call home. I encourage you to read closely and keep
good attention to his interview and I sincerely thank Mr Marx for taking time from his very busy
schedule to spend with our readers!
Also, in this issue, please find a link to a webinar with Doctor Gerard Schockmel from the Hospital
Robert Schumann. Two weeks before Christmas we did a very nice interview with the Minister of
Health, Madam Paulette Lenert which was very interesting from a policy standpoint. But it is also
interesting to “virtually meet” with a medical expert and so I am pleased we can present this link to
the webinar with Dr Schockmel and then in a few weeks we will have in exclusive interview with him
as well.
Many of us in the New Year start out with resolutions and very strong wishes to improve ourselves
by getting more fit, losing weight and other self-help projects. Several of us in AMCHAM are big fans
of improving public speaking skills and indeed we have on our agenda to launch a Toast Masters
Club as soon as we can find the funding to do that. This past weekend the Benelux confederation of
Toast Masters held their annual weekend outreach to explain to interested parties how they work
and what they help people learn. I am pleased that AMCHAM partnered with them this year to put
on this event and was also honored that they invited me to give a keynote address about my lifelong
journey to develop my own public speaking skills. You can see the video link to my keynote here
https://youtu.be/habkp3Yz7rM and also see a French Language address by former European
Commission Vice President Viviane Reding here https://youtu.be/fdNeUc_lpxc and an address by
Alliancup founder Giovani Patri here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwkCQa5sIsw&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=TLIDivisionD
We three all encourage you to acquire the life skills for communications as they are critical to
success in this modern world.
Have a good and successful week. Be happy, healthy and successful. Talk with us if there is anything,
we can do to help … and see you next week.
With respect and our very best regards,
Paul
Paul Michael SCHONENBERG
Chairman and CEO
AMCHAM Luxembourg

1.
Exclusive Interview with Claude Marx Director General of CSSF
Luxembourg
Thank you for agreeing to answer questions about regulatory and compliance issues with our
readers!
Amcham: When did you start to become aware of the Covid 19 medical situation which has
impacted Luxembourg and what were your first observations about this challenge?
Claude Marx: Like everyone else, I followed the press and knew that a pandemic was all the rage in
China. I was worried because I remembered a speech by Bill Gates predicting the potential damage
that a global pandemic could cause. But at the CSSF we really took the measure of the scale of the
problem at the end of February 2020, so two weeks before the lockdown, when we decided to offer
our cross-border commuters the possibility of working remotely if they so wished. The idea was to
avoid them taking the risks of infection linked to the use of public transport.

Amcham: How has the situation impacted the CSSF, what steps did you initially take to protect
your employees and how have these steps evolved over time?
Claude Marx: We were fortunate to have invested heavily in computer equipment over the past two
years. All our agents were equipped with laptops and some with smartphones or tablets. Of course,
these investments were not made with a view to a pandemic and generalized teleworking, but with
a view to greater flexibility in our surveillance work. Of course, we, like many others, also had to
supplement our system by acquiring VPN licenses and additional video conferencing capabilities. But
in the end, this enabled us to be very responsive to the evolution of the pandemic, with the main
objective of protecting the health of our agents. On day 1 of the lockdown, more than 50% were
working from home, at the end of week 1, 99% were in home office.

Amcham: What has been your observation about the impact of the Covid 19 developments on the
organizations which you regulate: what steps have they tried which have worked and which have
not?
Claude Marx: First of all, it can be observed that the business continuity plans put in place by the
players in the financial sector have proven their effectiveness. With hindsight, this makes me smile
slightly, because it is partly thanks to the insistence of the supervisory authorities over the years that
this type of plans was implemented. Of course, some of them had to urgently proceed with the
purchase of certain equipment. Others found that some vital systems were not operational
remotely. But all in all, we have not seen any major disruptions in the sector.
As for the future: everyone realizes that there will be no return to the pre-pandemic phase. Distance
working will become generalized. I'm not talking about a situation in which employees will mostly
work from home, but certainly one or two days a week. This naturally raises a number of questions
in terms of human resources management.

Amcham: How have you changed the internal management of the CSSF in response to this medical
emergency to keep your employees safe, while still performing their mission?
Claude Marx: The most profound change was that previously we organized our work around the
entities to be monitored and that in the context of the pandemic, we organized our work around the
health of our employees. I am proud to say that we have been able to guarantee the continuation of
our monitoring missions. We made a point in cancelling no interviews or meetings. They were all
held solely by videoconference. And this even applies to our on-site inspections where most of the
work is carried on albeit remotely!

Amcham: In what way have digital activities become more important and more dominant for the
operations within the Luxembourg financial sector, how has this increased the level of risk for
clients and companies and what steps should be taken to deal with these evolving concerns?
Claude Marx: The pandemic has certainly given a boost to and accelerated digitalization. For us, the
greatest risk lies in securing data access in remote working situations. The implementation of remote
working was done in an emergency, a situation that was not ideal for testing the impermeability of
the processes and systems put in place. But the good news is that we did not find any major
breaches. Another problem, but one that is related to e-commerce and e-banking in general, is that
the risk of fraud is increasing with the development of remote and online financial services. We are
seeing more and more fake sites and fraudulent proposals. A final risk is that of the multiplication of
cyber-attacks in a context where everyone's attention is primarily focused on health issues.

Amcham: What are the biggest regulatory risk factors facing the Financial sector both now and, in
the future, what steps do you recommend companies undertake and how is the CSSF managing
those risk factors now and in the future?
Claude Marx: The Luxembourg financial sector is very international. The greatest risk for the
Luxembourg financial sector is linked to financial crime and more particularly to that linked to
money laundering and terrorist financing, as highlighted by the recent National Risk Assessment. The
CSSF applies no tolerance in this respect, as it is a systemic reputational risk, not only for the
financial center, but for the whole country. It should also be remembered that the entities that
would engage in this type of fraud are playing with fire. The recent past has seen a number of
players no longer recover from the discovery of shortcomings in their internal supervisory
procedures or deliberate malicious acts.
I would also like to come back to regulation in general. Post financial crisis, it has become more
complex and comprehensive, which implies challenges not only for supervised entities but also for
supervisors. I am thinking here of the costs involved in implementing supervision, particularly in
terms of human resources, which are real. The CSSF applies a proportional approach to the
implementation of regulation, where the regulatory framework allows it to do so. The CSSF also
applies a risk-based approach across the various businesses it supervises. In the coming months and
years, we will endeavor to automate to the extent possible reporting and the analysis of the reports,
focusing more on exceptions. We will discuss this with the industry, this topic should be in
everybody’s interest.

Amcham: How are the circumstances of the risks facing regulated Luxembourg entities similar and
different than for other global competitive locations?
Claude Marx: I have cited the risk of money laundering and terrorist financing as the major risk for
the Luxembourg financial center. I believe that the same applies to all financial centers.
Other risks high on our agenda are cyber-crime, embracing digitalization and the need to contribute
to a more sustainable world. Those who will underestimate those risks will not survive, neither here
nor in other finance centers.
Amcham: What is your point of view concerning the evolution of risks and opportunities for the
Luxembourg financial sector and what steps do you think should be undertaken to mitigate these
risks and enhance these opportunities?
Claude Marx: Digitalization opens up a wide range of opportunities for many companies. But there
are also some that risk missing the train by not making the necessary investments. The same goes
for sustainable finance, which some see more as a constraint than an opportunity, or at best
concede to greenwashing. But these are mistaken in making short-term calculations and failing to
adapt to profound societal change. In fact, they are jeopardizing their own sustainability, because
soon nobody will want to be a customer or work for a company that does not have a virtuous
approach. Sustainable finance is not ”not for profit”. It is about saving the planet, but equally about
huge business opportunities.
Amcham: What additional information would you like to share with our audience?
Claude Marx: I would like to come back to the challenge of digitalization. Let there be no mistake:
the advent of the digital revolution is slower than expected, but it will come and it will be massive.
But the players in the Luxembourg financial center who have taken up the challenge in time will
come out of it stronger. Experience has shown that it is easier to digitize recognized financial knowhow than the other way round.

2.

LUX-MICROHUB WEBINAR – CURRENT COVID-19
VACCINES: TECHNOLOGY, SAFETY AND EFFICACY

The COVID-19 pandemic put virtual meetings at center stage. The LNS Microbiology
department would like to capitalize on this new scientific era by gathering online
interested parties for knowledge sharing and scientific learning. The team therefore
created the virtual forum, Lux-MicroHub, to bring you together, on a monthly basis, to
present and discuss the latest advances in Clinical Microbiology.
Thus, it is a great pleasure to invite you to attend the third webinar Lux-MicroHub
which will take place Thursday, 04 February 2021 (01 pm) via the following Webex
link: https://lns.webex.com/lns/j.php?MTID=m62d8cf953ac4a266b04c4ef94bc12677

Speaker: Dr. Gerard Schockmel, Infectious Disease Consultant, Hospital
Robert Schuman Luxembourg
3.

Toastmasters International Luxembourg – Past event 30th
January,2021.

Our Chairman, Mr Paul Schonenberg participated in this highly interesting
event last Saturday as keynote speaker. Mr Schonenberg has consented to us
publishing the link for this address. Watch here: https://youtu.be/habkp3Yz7rM
4.

Future Amcham Events

10th February 2021 – at 18:00 US Post Election-Impact on Luxembourg &
the Eu, register here: https://www.amcham.lu/events/us-post-electionimpact-on-luxembourg-and-europe/
8th March, 2021 – at 16:00 International Women’s day register here:
https://survey.pwc.lu/efm/itw/answer/s/NkFmJzlrC9/k/5nLbAoK

5.

Chicken Marbella
A nostalgic classic for many, chicken Marbella is briny, piquant, and incredibly flavorful.
The chicken is tenderized (and flavored by) a marinade dotted with prunes, olives, capers,
and herbs. Serve atop rice, potatoes, or even egg noodles. No matter what you serve it with,
this classic dish is sure to impress.
Ingredients
1/3 c. extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 c. red wine vinegar
1 c. large pitted prunes
1 c. large green olives, pitted
1/2 c. capers
8 bay leaves
1 head garlic, cloves separated, crushed, and skins removed

3 tbsp. dried oregano
Kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper
6 lb. bone-in skin-on chicken pieces
1 c. dry white wine
1/2 c. packed brown sugar
2 tbsp. cold butter, cubed
1/2 small bunch parsley, roughly chopped
Method
In a large bowl, mix together oil, vinegar, prunes, olives, capers, bay leaves, garlic, oregano,
2 tablespoons salt, and 2 teaspoons pepper.
Add chicken to marinade and cover tightly with plastic wrap.
Transfer to the refrigerator and marinate for 2 to 6 hours, tossing mixture every few hours to
ensure even marination.
Preheat oven to 350°. Transfer chicken and marinade to a large roasting pan.
Pour wine all over and sprinkle brown sugar over chicken.
Bake chicken, basting every 20 minutes with pan juices, until chicken reaches an internal
temperature of 150°, 50 to 60 minutes total.
Increase oven to 500° and roast until chicken skin is deeply golden, about 15 minutes.
Remove chicken, olives, and prunes onto a platter and cover loosely with foil.
Transfer pan juices to a medium saucepan.
Bring the liquid to a simmer over medium heat and let reduce by half, about 6 minutes.
Season to taste with salt and pepper and whisk in cold butter and parsley.
Serve chicken with a drizzle of pan juice reduction. Serves 6 persons.
***************************************************************************
AMCHAM offers to each of you and your families our best wishes for your health and
happiness. Be strong. Stay connected with your families and friends by phone and email. Use
this time wisely and productively so you come out of this crisis stronger than when you
started. For all those who don’t know AMCHAM yet, please find our website
here: https://www.amcham.lu and particularly our mission statement
here: https://www.amcham.lu/about-us/mission-statement/ and how you can join AMCHAM
here: https://www.amcham.lu/membership/ If you need us, we are here and will do all we
can do to help. Feel free to pass on our newsletter to your colleagues and friends.
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